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Introduction

Texts For Close Reading and Deep Comprehension

Close reading involves careful study of a short text passage to build a deep, critical understanding of the text. By developing children’s comprehension and higher-order thinking skills, you can help them make sense of the world.

“A significant body of research links the close reading of complex text – whether the student is a struggling reader or advanced – to significant gains in reading proficiency, and finds close reading to be a key component of college and career readiness.”

(Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers, 2012, p7)

Reading and Re-Reading For Different Purposes

The texts in Close Reading are carefully selected and deliberately short. This focuses children on purposeful reading, re-reading and responding. They learn about the topic through rich vocabulary development and deep comprehension.

Children re-read and analyse the text through questioning to explore:
- text structure and features
- key ideas and details
- connections/conclusions
- predictions/inferences
- words and phrases in context.

Children actively respond to the text using:
- higher-order thinking skills
- paired discussion
- written responses.

Text Marking: A Powerful Active-Reading Strategy

To improve their comprehension of literary texts, children must actively engage with the material. Careful and consistent text marking by hand is one valuable way to accomplish this. The true goal of teaching text marking is to help children internalise an effective close-reading strategy, not to have them show how many marks they can make on a page. Text-marking skills are encouraged in each passage.
Fishing With Grandpa Leon

Read the realistic fiction.
Then follow the instructions in the Text-Marking box.

Ronan was beside himself with excitement. He was ten years old and Grandpa Leon was finally going to take him fishing. Grandpa Leon claimed to be ‘a fishing expert, practically a professional angler’. He told Ronan that he’d caught giant marlin and huge tuna, and that he had many adventurous stories to tell. He promised he’d supply all the fishing gear: rods, reels, hooks, bait, buckets and plenty of food, too. All Ronan had to do was to be ready promptly at 6am.

As it happened, it was good Grandpa Leon brought plenty of food because grandfather and grandson had plenty of time to eat it. The fish simply weren’t biting. “They’re napping,” he informed Ronan, knowingly.

No nibbles left plenty of time for Grandpa Leon’s elaborate fish stories. In fact, it was during one of those tall tales that Ronan suddenly felt a sharp tug on his line. “I’ve got something really huge!” he shouted.

“Hold tight, I’ll help,” Grandpa Leon replied, reaching over and grabbing the rod. Together, they tugged on the line that held what promised to be a colossal, prize-winning fish. Finally, they reeled in their catch – a tattered leather suitcase, heavy with sand.

“How about that, Ronan – the first suitcase of the day!” Grandpa Leon exclaimed, adding, “You can’t say it wasn’t a big catch!”

Text Marking

Identify the characters in the story.

Circle the two characters.

Underline some details about each character.
Fishing With Grandpa Leon

Answer each question. Give details from the realistic story.

1. Which best describes what an angler does (paragraph 1).
   - A Tell stories.
   - B Supply food.
   - C Draw angles.
   - D Fish with rods and reels.

   What helped you answer? 

2. Which best describes Grandpa Leon?
   - A He is confident and cheerful.
   - B He is cranky and strict.
   - C He is very famous.
   - D He doesn’t like to joke around.

   What helped you answer? 

3. Summarise the fishing experience, as seen through Ronan’s eyes.

4. What was surprising about Grandpa Leon’s reaction to catching a suitcase?
Passage 1: Fishing With Grandpa Leon

1. **Sample answer:** I picked D because it's the only answer that makes sense, and I found a context clue in the first paragraph.

2. **Sample answer:** I picked A because Grandpa Leon seems upbeat and hopeful about the fishing trip.

3. **Sample answer:** I think Ronan would say that the trip had many long boring stretches because the fish weren't biting, but he was entertained by Grandpa Leon's stories and did enjoy making the first 'catch.'

4. **Sample answer:** He acted as if the suitcase itself was a prized catch and didn't seem the least bit disappointed.

---

Passage 2: Operation Pied Piper, 1940

1. **Sample answer:** I picked D because I could tell that the story was told in the third person.

2. **Sample answer:** I picked B because I understood in paragraph 1 that children were evacuated for their own safety, and refugees are also people who are escaping from danger and need a safe place to stay.

3. **Sample answer:** I think Miss Burrows is a kind, gentle and caring person, but also quite strict.

4. **Sample answer:** The opening paragraph provides some historical background about the time and place where the story is set.